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                            Abstract 

   Let M be a Stein manifold, K a compact holomorphic set in M and V a 

Stein neighborhood of K. Then any element of the topological dual space 

{nP(K)}' of the space of holomorphic p-forms on K can be represented as the 

integration whose kernel is exactly an element of Hn-'(V-K, nn-P). This 

integral representation implies the isomorphism {nP(K)}'=Hn-'(V-K,nn-P). 

   1. Introduction. Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n. We 

denote by (resp. W (M) ) the sheaves of germs of holomorphic p-forms on M 

and the spaces of holomorphic p-forms on M respectively. 1/P(M) are Frechet 

spaces, endowed with the topology of convergence of the coefficients of the 

forms. When K is a compact set in M, W(K) are the spaces of all holomorphic 

p-forms in some open neighborhood U of K equipped with the inductive limit 

topology of W(U) for all such U. flP(K) are DF-spaces and the topological 

dual spaces {E/P(K)} ' are Frêchet spaces. When p=0, we replace n° by 0. 0 

is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on M. A compact set K of M is 

called a holomorphic set if K has a neighborhood basis consisting of Stein 

domains. Silva, Kothe and Grothendieck determined the dual space 0'(K) for 

a compact set K of C. It is known as the following isomorphism: 

(1.1)O' (K) = 0 (V -K) /0 (V) 

where V is an open neighborhood of K. Martineau [10], Harvey [5] and Sato 

[11] have given the following duality theorem: 

(1.2){f2P(K)}'=Hn-1(V-K, nn-P) 
for a compact holomorphic set K and for a Stein neighborhood V of K. When
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M C Tsuno Ll3] has glven the integral representation of O'(K) and obtained 

the isomorphism O'(K)=H"-*(V-K, O) by the Integral representation of O'(K). 

In the present paper we shall give the integral representation of the dual 

spaces {~"(K)} ' and show the following isomorphism: 

(1.3) (~p(K)} ' = H"-*(V-K ,~"-p) 

for a Stein neighborhood V of a compact holomorphic set K in a Stein manlfold 

M. In order to give the integral representation of ~p(K) , we shall apply the 

integral representation for a Stein manifold given by Henkin and Le[terer [6] , 

and by Hortmann [7] . 

2. Notations and Preliminaries. Let M be a complex manifold of dimen-

sion n. F a sheaf of abelian groups on M and F(M) the group of sections over 

M . We denote by E the sheaf of germs of C- functions on M . The space 

E(M), endowed with the topology of the uniform convergence of functions and 

all their derivatives on compact sets of M, is a FS-space. We denote by Ep, q 

the sheaves of germs of differentiable forms of the type (p,q) wlth coefficients 

in E. The space Ep, q(M) are FS-spaces , endowed with the topology of conver-

gence of coefficients of the forms. The 6-0perator: Ep,q(M)-Ep,q+1(M) is 

continuous with respect to these topologies. ~p(M) are closed subspaces of 
EP, o(M) . 

Let G be a subdomain of a Stein manifold M of dimension n and D~_p,~_q (G) 

be the spaces of all smooth (n-p, n-q)-forms with a compact support in G. 

A Iinear functional on D~_p,~_q(G) is called a (p,q)-current on G. For the 

diagonal d in XXX, we define a (n, n) -current 8d bY 

8A(c) = 
d c ' 

We consider fundamental solutions for 6-equation, that is , (n n-1)-currents 

~ e {D (GXG)} ' with ~,~+1 

(2 . l) O~ = 8d -
Definition 2.1. Let W be an open set in MxM, k a (p,q)-form on W-d, and r 

an integer. We say that k is regular of order r if for each (x, x) e W there 

exists a neighborhood U of x in M and finitely many coordinate maps ci : U-

C", i=1,... , m, such that kl (UXU-A) is a finite sum of terms of the form 

~ 
ll: Oi(ci(y)-ci(x)) s(x,y) where s rs a (p q) form on W n (UxU) and that 
i=1 

" each ei is a smooth function on C"-{O} homogeneous of degree -~i and ~: )Li 
i=* 

~r . Hortmann [7] constructed a regular fundamental solution B of order 2n - l 

for 6-equatlon on M XM. Let G be a strictly pseudoconvex domaln in M with 

the C=-boundary. By Fornaess [3] there exrst C= boundary function p e C= 

(M) and a function (~) 8 C=(,M XM) which is holomorphic in the second variable 
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such that G= {p~O} , dp~0 on 6G, and 

(2.2) Re (~)(~, z)~~p(~)-p(z) 
for (~ , z) 8 M XM. The following theorem has been given by Hortmann L7J . 

THEoREM 2 . 2 . There exist a regularfundamental solution B of order 2n - l 

for d-equation on MXM, a smooth (n, n-1)-form H on MXM-d and a smooth 

(n, n-2) -form L on M XM- {c=0} satisfying the following properties: 

i) H is smooth on M XM- {c=0}, holomorphic in the second variable and 6-closed. 

ii) 6L=B-H. ~ 
There exrsts a function 7 8 C-(MXG) with the following properties: 

a) o~7~1. 
b) T=0 in a neighborhood of {c=0} . 

c) For any compact set K of G, there exists a neighborhood U of M-G such 

that T=1 on UXK. We set 
~=TH+ (1 -T)B-67 A L . (2 . 3) 

Then ~ is a regular fundamental solutio~] of MXG of order 2n-1 for ~ equation 

and satisfies the following property (H) : 

(H) For a compact set K of G, there exists a compact set L<<G such that 

~(~ , z) is a ho]omorphic differential form with respect to z on K for a fixed ~ 

8 M-L. 
Let B be a regular fundamental solution of order 2n-1 for 6-equation on 

M XM and G be a relatively compact domain with the smooth boundary in M. 

For any c e Dp,q(G) we set 

f ceG 
(2.4) T(z)= B (~, z) A c (~) 

(2.5) ~f(z)= f B (~, z) A c (~). 
(,aG 

T(Z) is . We denote by 1~r* the components of type (p,q) of (p, q)-form on M 

lg! and denote by Sp , q the operator c-W,. We put S= e Sp ,q. Then we 
o~p , q~n 

obtain the following theorem: 

THEOREM 2.3. (Koppelman' s theorem [7]) 

c = Sc + (6Tc + Td c) 

for c 8 D**(G) . 

Hortman [7] proved the following theorem for the fundamental solution ~ 

(~,z) defined by (2.3) : 
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　THEoREM2．4．　Ω（ζ，z）5αψぎ5プ泥5≠h6！bllσ漉π9・ρプoρ8π∫ε3：

（1）　1∫uεCク，g（G），O≦p，q≦n，q≠L渉h8ηオh8ガn68gプαl

　　　　　Tu（z）一∫Ω（ζ・z）入u（ζ）（zεG）

　　　　　　　　　ζεσ
ooπ泥プg85．　1∫uεC♪，、（G），O≦p≦n，♂h6π渉h6fn孟8gプαl

　　　　　Tu（z）一∫Ω（ζ・z）〈u（ζ）（zεG）

　　　　　　　　　ζεσ
6伽η6プ985τσh6πθηθプu（z）ゴ3’窺69プφ18．　1nδo疏6α385Tuゴ55ηzoo疏（P，q－1）一∫oプ〃z

伽G．
（2）　Z／uεCρ，σ（G）（動oα580∫q＝1，切8α∬吻z86hα渉uガ5初∫89プα618）　ψh6πτσ8

h4ηθ

　　　　u＝∂Tu十丁∂u．

（3）　Fo7uεco（∂G）αn4zεG，

　　　　　Su（z）一∫Ω（ζ・z）〈u（ζ）

　　　　　　　　　ζε∂（穿
‘zプ8hgloηzoプρhf‘プoプηz5．　ハ40プ60η8プ別θhαη6　u（z）＝＄u（z）ノbプ　holo〃zoプρh∫o∫07ηz5u

伽σ．

　The　follow元ag　theorem　is　given　in　the　book　of　Banica　and　Sta且asila［1］：

　TEEoREM2．5．　L6孟X68σ6αηzρ18∬勉απゲol40∫4初z6n5歪on　a，K⊂X68召

o吻加o云hol㈱oゆhぎ‘5硯孟α加l　F68αlo6αllッ∫プ885h6げo∫！協オθ紹罐㎝X．Th8π

　　　　　H：畏（X，F）＝Q　　！br　q≠n，

別h6プ6H：叢（X，F）αプ8オh8‘ohαワzologッgプ㎝ρ5別f孟h躍ρpoπ5初K．

　　　　By　applying　the　exact　sequence二

（2．6）　0→H：是（X，F）→Ho（X，F）→H：o（X－K，F）→H麦（X，F）→．．．

　　　→Hl9（X，F）→H9（X－K，F）→H鍵1（X　F）→。．。

we　obtain　the　following　theorem。

　THEoREM2・6・　LαK68α‘伽z勿o孟hol卯zoゆhガ658彦K　fπαS孟6初〃zαπ〃bl4X・

Thθη測ε　h‘zη8

　　　　E9（X－K，Ωρ）＝0　∫b71≦q≦n－2，P≧≧O，

‘zη‘♂診h8ηz‘4》ρガng5

　　　　HO（X，Ωク）→HO（X－KΩρ），for　p≧≧0

α76腕ノ8α加8．
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3. Infinitely differentiable forms orthogonal to holomorphic p-forms. We 

' the theorems which we can prove easily by following the proofs of Tsuno grve 
[13] . 

THEOREM 3 . I . Let G be a strictly pseudoconvex domain in a Stein manifold 

M with smooth boundary 6G and f(z) be a 6-closed (n-p, n-1)-form which is 

infinitely differentiable in some neighborhood of M-G. Then (a) and (b) are 

equivalent . 

g(z)Af(z) O for all holomorphtc p forms g near G 

aG 

(b) There exists a O-closed (n-p, n-1)-form f which is infinitely differentiable 

in M and which coincides f(z) in a neighborhood of M-G. 

THEOREM 3 . 2 . Let K be a compact holomorphic set in a Stein manifold M . 

Let f (z) be a smooth O-closed (n-p n-1)-form in M-K. Then the following 

conditions ( i ) and ( ii ) are equivalent : 

( i ) f g (z) A f (z) =0 
aK 

for all holomorphic p-forms g in a neighborhood of K . 

(ii) There exists a (n-p, n-1)-form h (z) which is infinitely differentiable in 

M-K and sotisfies f (z) =0h (z) . 

Now we give the duality theorem which is the extension of the theorem 

proved by Tsuno [13] to Stein manifolds. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a compact holomorphic set in a Stein manifold M 

and V a Stein domain such that K<<V . Then we have 

{~p (K)} /~~Hn-1(V-K, ~n p) 
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